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svhcreui either doctor* nor *m> otiier good citizens will take part in the
concealment of manifest crime, it is no part of the duty of medical
practitioners to appraise the significance of admitted or alleged facts,
or to repeal hea.rsa\ statements, or to act as agents of the detective
police.
DuctnrmsJuty An acuie position arises \\hen the patient appears to be dying as the
l result of some criminal act, e.g. poisoning, or an illegal operation, or
erimiriLl neglect, or starvation. As the doctor in attendance will not
be able to give a death certificate, there is bound to be a legal inquiry,
and secret:\ is obviously both impossible and undesirable. Moreover,
the ia\\ provides that in such circumstances the patient should be given
the opportunity of making a deposition before a magistrate, and a
communication to the authorities must be made to secure this; or, if
Lime praxes, ihe doctor himself must be prepared to take down from
the patient a 'dying declaration' under certain definite conditions as
defined in the text-books. Here indeed the medical practitioner acts,
and quite properly, not merely as a confidential adviser of his patient
but as a citizen who follows the course which in the circumstances the
law prescribes, The position thus presented is quite different from one
in which the patient is making a satisfactory convalescence and none but
ambiguous circumstances suggest that perhaps somewhere in the back-
ground there may have been illegal action. The first claim on the doctor
here is the medical protection of the patient, not the investigation of
possible moral or legal delinquencies.
6.-ADVERTISEMENT
451.] On one subject the medical profession is held definitely by an
General        entirely rigid rule and the risk of a correspondingly severe penalty. The
^omcirs       ru*e *s directed against personal advertisement, and the interpretation
interpretation given to this term by the General Medical Council is advertising, whether
directly or indirectly, by a registered medical practitioner, for the pur-
pose of obtaining patients or promoting his own professional advantage;
or procuring or sanctioning or acquiescing in the publication of notices
commending or drawing attention to the practitioner's professional skill,
knowledge, services, or qualifications. And the penalty on proof of the
facts is removal from the Medical Register.
It may confidently be claimed that the rule enjoys the support of the
profession and generally of educated public opinion. The practice of
medicine is not a business enterprise, and its status and influence will
not be promoted by business methods. A rival display of qualifications
and accomplishments would confuse rather than enlighten a public un-
acquainted with the exact significance of technical diplomas; and invita-
tions and emphasis in the market-place could hardly be reconciled with
a professional conscience at least as aware of limitations and doubts as
of possibilities and achievements. Thus the advertisement column as an

